Consensus document and conclusions

Methodology of dietary surveys, studies on nutrition, physical activity and other lifestyles
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With regard to the Consensus Meeting held in Laguardia (Spain), 17-19 September 2014, we would like to emphasize the high scientific level of the different contributions and the great personal implication of the professional participants, which has provided an extensive update of the methodology and the different factors to be considered when setting up population nutritional studies in our country. We hereby consider a synthesis of the most relevant aspects in the format of a Consensus Document Laguardia 2015:

1.–In population studies on nutrition, physical activity and lifestyles it is essential to know which are the objectives of interest and the available resources, to be able to decide on which valid method or methods are best suited in every circumstance.

2.–There are numerous sources of information on food consumption in Europe and Spain. However, it is necessary to continue working at European level on the standardization of data collection in order to be able to conduct more precise comparative studies and evolution trends analysis, since the development and use of new food products affects these sources to be adapted and include information about characteristics thereof.

3.–Food waste is mostly not considered in the information sources available and data collection in institutions has been largely neglected.
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4.–All methods of dietary intake assessment have advantages and disadvantages, which must be considered when deciding which is best suited according to aims, population and resources. A combination of more than one method is recommended for nutritional surveillance studies.

5.–New technologies should help improve the quality of the available procedures, their validity and accuracy.

6.–Infant, school aged population, the elderly, groups with special needs, sportspeople and those of low socioeconomic status, among others, require specific methodological approaches according to their characteristics.

7.–Careful protocol design, selection and training of those responsible for the fieldwork, pilot study and use of agreed Food Composition Tables using documented data, updated and representative of the food consumed in the study site, are key points in the process.

8.–Nutritional studies should include measured data on energy expenditure through physical activity, and thus primarily assess energy balance in the study group.

9.–The assessment of physical activity and quantifying of sedentary lifestyle should be performed using the combination of instruments and self-assessment questionnaires that are considered most suitable according to objectives, population and resources. It should be considered that quantifying energy expenditure through physical activity questionnaires can raise certain inaccuracy and an overestimation of results.

10.–Different categorizations of physical activity level should be assessed depending on aspects such as gender, age, socioeconomic status and educational level, among others. Furthermore, the pattern of behaviour should be analysed, including factors such as type, duration, frequency and intensity of physical activity performed.

11.–In all studies including food consumption assessment there are people that under-report or over-report on their food intake. This problem is even more important in certain population groups, and it should be considered when designing the project and processing the data to relieve its impact on the results.

12.–Food and beverage consumption assessment should consider social aspects related to intake, including “when”, “where”, “what”, “how” and “with who”.

13.–It would be desirable to have validated scales of food insecurity assessment that allow detection of the difficulties that families and individuals can experience or be experiencing to access a varied, sufficient and adequate diet. This section is especially important in disadvantaged environments and in periods of crisis.

14.–The assessment and quantification of physical activity is related to more individual aspects, which makes evaluation more specific than in the case of food consumption surveys.

15.–For the assessment of nutritional status of individuals or populations specific tools are required for use in clinical, healthcare and institutional settings or population level.

16.–Screening instruments may be useful to identify individuals or groups at nutritional risk or malnutrition in Primary Health Care and other care settings. The development of self-assessment tools is also interesting.

17.–Assessing the quality of the diet, nutritional status and different related biomarkers require selecting reference values and standard evaluation criteria.

18.–The measurement of anthropometric data allows the estimation of body composition of an individual, but the complexity of these indicators makes it essential to consider the body mass index, waist circumference and percentage body fat values as a whole and not as single components, allowing for the necessary adjustments according to age group or physiological state. When used in combination the accuracy of weight status classification will be much higher.

19.–Studies that comprehend anthropometric data, food intake, level of physical activity and
other related variables facilitates that these multidisciplinary factors can be addressed globally, and experts from different areas of knowledge of health sciences are involved in determining processes, quantification and assessment of the data.

20.–It is necessary to promote periodically this type of scientific meetings with experts on monographic topics of interest in the field of nutrition, physical activity and health. The selection of participants should allow a rigorous and multidisciplinary approach, taking care of a physical and human atmosphere that fosters communication, content exchange and discussion. The future challenge is to evaluate the impact of this consensus meeting on improving the quality and comparability of nutrition information in Spain and associated lifestyles.